RESOLUTION 1.14
ADOPTING A LOGO FOR THE AGREEMENT AND CONDITIONS FOR ITS USE

The Meeting of the Parties to the Agreement on the Conservation of Cetaceans of the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea and contiguous Atlantic area:

Considering that any direct visual identification of the Agreement could only be beneficial for mediation and to promote public awareness of the Agreement,

Hoping that the Agreement Partners could also identify their activities and proposals under this identification,

1. Adopt the logo of the Agreement shown below and the plan for its diffusion to all “ACCOBAMS Partners”;

2. Instruct the Secretariat to use the logo to identify actions and proposals concerning the Agreement, the Scientific Committee, the Sub Regional Coordination Units, combined when possible with their own logo, as well as for any activity occurring under ACCOBAMS sponsorship;

3. Instruct international Organizations and ACCOBAMS Partners Institutions to use this logo, designed for their intention, for all activities concerning the Agreement’s objectives;

4. Instruct the Secretariat to inform on the use of the logo at each ordinary Meeting of the Parties.